There remains a gap in our knowledge base about neural representation of pitch attributes that occur between onset and offset of dynamic, curvilinear pitch contours. The aim is to evaluate how language experience shapes processing of pitch contours as reflected in the amplitude of cortical pitch-specific response components. Responses were elicited from three nonspeech, bidirectional (falling-rising) pitch contours representative of Mandarin Tone 2 varying in location of the turning point with fixed onset and offset. At the frontocentral Fz electrode site, NaePb and PbeNb amplitude of the Chinese group was larger than the English group for pitch contours exhibiting later location of the turning point relative to the one with the earliest location. Chinese listeners' amplitude was also greater than that of English in response to those same pitch contours with later turning points. At lateral temporal sites (T7/T8), NaePb amplitude was larger in Chinese listeners relative to English over the right temporal site. In addition, PbeNb amplitude of the Chinese group showed a rightward asymmetry. The pitch contour with its turning point located about halfway of total duration evoked a rightward asymmetry regardless of group. These findings suggest that neural mechanisms processing pitch in the right auditory cortex reflect experience-dependent modulation of sensitivity to weighted integration of changes in acceleration rates of rising and falling sections and the location of the turning point.
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Introduction
Pitch is an important information-bearing perceptual attribute that provides an excellent window for studying languagedependent effects on pitch processing at both subcortical and cortical levels. Tone languages are especially advantageous for investigating the linguistic use of pitch because variations in pitch patterns at the syllable level may be lexically significant (Laver, 1994, p. 465) . Neural representation of pitch may be influenced by one's experience with language (or music) at
